HOLLYWOOD EXPOSED
MISSION: To present a pop culture paradigm shift
Tina’s main goal in life is to present a pop culture paradigm shift in the next
generation causing them to find a mission worth dying for.

ABOUT: Tina Griﬃn
For the past decade, Tina has built a reputation as being a
leading media expert on how pop culture aﬀects our
children, through her show, “Hollywood Exposed.”

“You are not what you’ve done last
year, last month or even last night.”
- TINA GRIFFIN

Tina has been featured on ABC’s Dr. Keith Ablow Show with her (then) fiancé Luke
regarding their stance on abstinence until their wedding night. She was also a guest
on Alan Colmes National FOX Radio show, Alan Jones Time to Inspire and on Tristan
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Emmanuel’s No Apologies, just to name a few.
Likewise, Tina’s mission has been covered by World
Net Daily, the Student Operated Press, SiTV and
numerous other news sources.
Besides acting in many Hollywood movies, Tina
worked on TV shows such as Jimmy Kimmel Live,
Young and the Restless, 90210, Ally McBeal, Lizzie
Maguire, Drake and Josh, and Malcolm in the Middle.
In addition, she was a National Trainer for L’Oreal
Cosmetics, Limited Too’s “Passion for Fashion”
national tour emcee, a contestant in the preliminary
Miss America pageant and worked at the OSCARS.
In 2001, Tina was a cast member on Domino Day
where she helped set a world record for building the
largest domino display to date - 3.5 million dominos.
Tina holds a Film and Television Broadcasting Degree
from California State University – Los Angeles and
has worked as a news reporter, runway model, writer,
film director, missionary and public speaker.
Nevertheless, her highest priorities are her husband Luke and her
energetic children Jacob, Levi, Eden and Stella. She loves to
homeschool her boys and teaches a homeschool co-op acting class
for kids in her community. In her free time, she enjoys traveling,
reading, writing, cooking and eating.

Tina visiting a shelter
in Peru. She loves
encouraging teens to
go on mission trips.

the BEGINNING:
“When I came home, it
really hit me with
everything you said about
all the music. After being
convicted for about 36
hours, I broke down and
destroyed 135 CDs that
were nothing but
garbage! Thank you for
that! I never really
realized how much that
did influence my life! I
will never forget you.”
- KATIE, TN

Being a farm kid from Pulaski, Wisconsin, Tina
loved adventure and thinking big. Her dad taught
her that hard work was the key to success and her
mom’s boldness and humor helped balance her
out. She never thought there was something she
couldn’t do and literally lived life in a way that
expressed that.
At the age of 16, she gave her life to Christ and
strived from that day forward to be on the front
lines of the battle as a culture warrior. Her media
show and blog expresses her thoughts on being in
the world but not of it.
At the age of 20, Tina went from baling hay and
milking cows to working as an actress in
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Hollywood. While living in Los Angeles, Tina wanted to
learn as much as possible regarding how the entertainment
industry worked. Therefore, she got a job as an assistant
to a major casting director at Universal Studios to learn the
inside scoop of the movie making business. In addition,
she joined the Screen Actors Guild, Film Society and
Women in Film. What Tina learned
first hand, is the reason she couldn’t
remain silent and her speaking career
was launched.
Tina has spoken at music festivals,
schools, parent events, conferences
and camps and has opened for bands
like Third Day, Jeremy Camp, Jeﬀ
Deyo, Rotterdam November, The
Museum, Chris August & Skillet.

“It was inspiring to
hear someone tell a
group of high school
kids that we can make
a positive diﬀerence in
our world. A lot of
people think my
generation is full of
apathetic teens who
only want to party and
live without
consequences.”
- CALLIE, CA

INTERVIEW ?s for Tina:
1. What did you learn regarding how celebrities raise their children that would be
shocking to most people?
2. While working as an actress, what did you discover about the pressures of the
industry?
3. What is the biggest problem with teens idolizing today’s celebrities?
4. What ignited your passion for educating and equipping teens?
5. How do you think today’s media is aﬀecting the family structure?
6. Why is it important for teens and parents to have a behind-the-scenes look at
today’s pop culture. What makes your show unique?
7. What specific issues do you cover in your “Hollywood Exposed” presentation?
8. Of all the topics you discuss in your show, which ones have been the most
important to you in your own life? How have you applied them?
9. What upcoming projects are you working on to build your platform and reach more
people with this message?
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